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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
Can you imagine huge burning space rocks raining down from the sky on the
earth? That's only part of the cataclysm foretold to occur when the Sixth Seal of
Revelation has been opened, in our near future. If you have been keeping up with
our Tsiyon Fast Track series of videos, then you know the video we released last
week was about the Sixth Seal in Revelation chapter six, in which unprecedented
celestial events are foretold.
Earlier in the Fast Track series we unpacked events in Daniel chapter eleven

about someone called 'King of the North' and we learned that he is the same as
'Gog' of Ezekiel 38 and 39. In fact we looked at other prophets on the same topic
and learned a great deal about the end-time activities of 'Gog', some of which are
already filling in with current events. What we haven't done yet is consider where
Gog fits into the Revelation events, specifically of the Sixth Seal.
In our latest Fast Track video, tonight, we are going to do exactly that. This
prophetic picture all fits together, hand in glove, and it will involve unprecedented
cosmic events this world has never seen. Soon those Sixth Seal events will move
from the pages of Scripture into our actual lives, and they will dwarf into
insignificance other troublesome signs around us, such as, for example, the
global pestilence threat we are all quite sick of by now. The Sixth Seal is
something to be mentally prepared for, to make good decisions in advance, which
is why we have been inviting everyone to view these prophetic videos for free.

In case you have missed our presentations on the Sixth Seal, here is one of the
events predicted:
The stars of the sky fell to the earth, like a fig tree dropping its unripe
figs when it is shaken by a great wind. Revelation 6:13
That's right, heavenly bodies falling to earth, a lot of them, are predicted for the
NEXT seal to be opened! I find it so interesting that so often, as I present a
message on a certain prophetic topic, events happen in the world involving that
very topic. That has happened again here.
The word translated stars in this verse is from the Greek word aster (G792) that's the Greek root of the English word asteroid. Now, that Greek word does not
exclusively refer to asteroids, but it certainly includes them.
So, what is going on with asteroids this week? It seems that NASA doesn't like

the idea of asteroids striking the earth, which they believe could even result in
what they call an ELE (Extinction Level Event). In fact, NASA, along with the UN
and other global partners, has been very concerned for the last decade or more,
with the threat of asteroids potentially striking the earth. Despite their concerns
and efforts regarding the problem, they are always careful to tell us that such an
event is unlikely. Recently though, they said an asteroid earth impact is ten times
more likely than they had previously thought, though, they say, it is still unlikely (it
seems they have some sort of math problem at NASA). At any rate, thinktanks of
scientists have been working on the asteroid threat on a global scale, space
missions involving asteroids have become fairly common, and theories have been
devised for moving asteroids from earth-threatening trajectories to ward off
disaster. Finally, three days ago, NASA launched an actual space mission
experiment to see if they can move an asteroid from its trajectory.
NASA launches spacecraft to kick an asteroid off course - A
NASA mission to deliberately smash a spacecraft into an asteroid—a
test run should humanity ever need to stop a giant space rock from
wiping out life on Earth—blasted off Tuesday from California. It may
sound like science fiction, but the DART (Double Asteroid Redirection
Test) is a real proof-of-concept experiment, the goal of which is to
slightly alter the trajectory of the asteroid Dimorphos. The SpaceX
rocket carrying the mission spacecraft lifted off at 10:21 pm Pacific
Time Tuesday (November 23, 2021) from Vandenberg Space Force
Base. Dimorphos is a "moonlet" around 525 feet (160 meters, or two
Statues of Liberty) wide, that circles a much larger asteroid called
Didymos (2,500 feet in diameter). The pair orbit the Sun together.
Impact should take place in the fall of 2022, when the binary asteroid
system is 6.8 million miles (11 million kilometers) from Earth.
[Phys.Org, November 23, 2021]
When the Scripture and the world both are focused on the same thing at the
same time, well, that's probably because prophetic events are in the works.
Chances are, NASA will get to try out its asteroid deflection theory for real, a lot
sooner than most everyone thinks. The events of the Sixth Seal are approaching.
Join us at our Tsiyon meeting online tonight at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM, CST as we
explore how the Sixth Seal connects with Gog. Please invite others for this Fast
Track presentation. New free members can register online free to get access to
this vital information. Don't miss this!
Blessings and good health to you!

Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

PS - Next week: Join us for this month's Tsiyon Academy

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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